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Description

BabelDIN conforms TELNET Redes Inteligentes IoT 
Gateway oriented to Industrial 4.0 customers who want 
to optimize processes with intelligence at all levels. 

BabelDIN industrial gateway system features low power 
consumption Intel® Atom processor, wireless connectivi-
ty, rich expansions, and robust design, ideal for machine 
or factory automation and smart IoT gateway. It offers a 
simple and seamless way of integrating devices and 
sensors in the cloud.

Based on Linux, provides an easy way of adding new 
communication devices such as USB dongles, which 
provide connectivity to end devices or Smart things. 

Due to the flexibility, customizability and open-source 
nature of Linux, it becomes possible to highly tune 
BabelDIN for an specific purpose. 

It supports Intel® IoT Gateway Solution as well as any 

other solution (commercial or open source). 

BabelGate inside 

BabelGate™ is the solution developed by TELNET RI 
providing a full software stack for managing elements 
and data in an IoT scenario. BabelGate™ is a modular 
software which can run in every element of the system: 
Smart things, gateways and cloud. 

LIGILO is the BabelGate™ module which runs in the 
cloud capable of managing multi-user/multi-network/-
multi-service deployments of gateways and Smart 
things. LIGILO is based on the middleware platform 
FIWARE which is gaining followers due to its ease of use. 

BabelGate™ agents running in Smart things and 
gateways allow direct connectivity to LIGILO or other 
cloud systems. Development of user-defined applica-
tions which can be managed and updated from the 
cloud in a centralized way is one of the key aspects of 
BabelGate™ agent running in BabelDomo Gateway.
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Compact Design 

BabelDIN is based on Intel Atom BayTrail technology 
offering the best-in-class performance and integration. 

Security 

Security in BabelDIN is provided to communications and 
software, granting software integrity. An internal TPM is 
used to keep keys and certificates in securely. 

Connectivity and expansion

USB expansion ports enable rich network options to save 
development time and costs.

Up to 14 general purpose I/Os, UART, I2C and PWM are 
also available for custom use with an expansion port.

IoT Gateway ecosystem

BabelDIN belongs to the family of IoT gateways named 
BabelBox.

BabelBox devices are presented in four different flavours 
depending on the use case:

• Industrial/metering: BabelDIN
• Residential/SOHO: BabelDomo
• Mobility: BabelDrive
• Outdoor: Babel
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BabelDIN

BabelGate is FIWARE based
 
FIWARE or FI-WARE is a middleware platform, driven by the European Union, for the development and global deploy-
ment of applications for Future Internet. The API specification of FIWARE is open and royalty-free, where the involve-
ment of users and developers is critical for this platform to become a standard and reusable solution. The objective of 
FIWARE is to facilitate a cost-effective creation and delivery of Future Internet applications and services in a variety of 
areas, including smart cities, sustainable transport, logistics, renewable energy, and environmental sustainability. 

FI-WARE is the Core Platform of the Future Internet that eases the creation of innovative applications, lowering the costs 
and complexity of serving large numbers of users globally and handling data at a large scale. FI-WARE seeks to provide 
a truly open, public and royalty-free set of open specifications that will allow developers, service providers, enterprises 
and other organizations to develop products that satisfy their needs while still being open and innovative.

Use Cases

Smart Cities
City services and infrastructures become more efficient by 
combining sensors and actuators to create smart manage-
ment applications.

Smart Waste Management
By installing filling sensor in street waste-recycling contai-
ners to send data and monitor containers usage. BabelGate 
logic module is then used to create dynamic pickup routes 
that are sent directly to truck’s on-board electronics. 

Smart Parking
Magnetic sensors placed in the pavement or ultrasound 
sensors in the ceiling can detect the presence of cars parked 
and send the information to the Cloud. BabelGate logic 
combined with city parking assets data results in an applica-
tion to guide car to free parking spaces.

Smart Street Lightings
BabelGate can be used to remotely control the lighting 
infrastructure of a city. The intensity of light can be adjusted 
to weather conditions or the presence of citizens by integra-
ting other data sources and sensors.

Smart Energy
Building a better energy network requires many different 
solutions, from remote access to Smart-Meters to 
Smart-Grid elements maintenance.

Smart Metering
Smart-Meters can be remotely read and controlled to be 
integrated into the Energy company IT systems. For those 
meters that are not provided with a communications 
module, but have a serial connection (RS232 or RS485), an 
external wireless module is attached. IoT logic is then able 
to have real time access to the meter in either read or write 
mode.



Smart Agriculture
Smart farming is about bringing technology to the field to 
bring more with less resources to consumers who demand 
better quality. Smart agriculture is about adopting the Internet 
of Things to create a sustainable planet.
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Smart Irrigation
Combining humidity sensors, remote water valves and 
BabelGate platform a smart irrigation system can be built to 
efficiently manage water and track consumption.

Livestock tracking
Most of the developed countries require livestock and 
processed food to be tagged with a tracking solution from 
the farm to the customer. By collecting data from different 
sources (animal RFID tags, processing food plants applica-
tions and logistics operators) all kind of applications can be 
developed with BabelGate to guarantee the origin and 
product quality.

Pest prevention
Pest detection and control is at least as old as agriculture 
because there has always been a need to keep crops free 
from pests.
Instrumented with a variety of sensors, such as temperatu-
re, humidity and volatile compound detection, allow moni-
toring of different environments expecially important for 
pest prevention.

Smart Buildings
From elevators to heating systems, Buildings have many 
elements that can be remotely managed and maintained.

Smart-Elevators
A M2M gateway can control, over a serial connection 
(RS232 or RS485) or an industrial interface, the machinery 
operations to transmit elevator status and even perform 
remote diagnostics. Both elevators manufacturers and 
maintenance companies can then build over BabelGate an 
integrated application combining telemetry data, on-field 
technicians management and maintenance inspection 
history. 

Smart-Lighting
To achieve building energy efficiency a smart lighting is a 
required solution. The best solutions not only automate the 
use of lights according to the presence of humans and external 
ambient conditions, they also keep track of energy consump-
tions and maintenance operations. 
Using BabelGate to create a complete solution like this is very 
simple because all the modules you need to collect data from 
different sensors, operate lighting switches and integrate 
external IT applications are already built-in. 
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BabelDIN

Contact Information

TELNET Redes Inteligentes 
Headquarters 
Polígono Industrial Centrovía
c/ Buenos Aires, 18
50198 La Muela, Zaragoza - España 
Phone: (+34) 976 14 18 00
Fax:     (+34) 976 14 18 10 
telnet@telnet-ri.es 

Comercial office in Madrid 
Avda. Menéndez Pelayo, 85 - 1º A
28007 Madrid - España 
Phone: (+34) 91 434 39 92
Fax:     (+34) 91 434 40 84 

Subsidiary in Portugal 
NETIBERTEL 
Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo, 35 – 14ºD 
1050-118 Lisboa - Portugal 
comercial.pt@telnet-ri.es 

Platform Overview

Core Processor and Memory

• Intel Atom E3815 512K Cache, 1.46GHz  (Bay Trail) 
• 1 Gbyte DDR3L 1066/1333 MHz onboard
• 4 Gbyte eMMC Flash

Network and Connectivity 
• 1x 10/100/1000 BaseT Ethernet RJ45
• 4x Universal Serial Bus 2.0 Host Interface

Expansion connector
• 14xGPIOs
• 2xUART
• 1xI2C
• 2xPWM

Security Hardware
• 1x TPM Architecture 1.2 (UEFI Secure Boot) 

USB Peripherals
• 1x Zigbee (868MHz / 2.5GHz)
• 1x Wifi
• 1x ModBus RS485

Physical and Ratings
• Power Supply: 220V
• Consumption; 3.5W (normal load)
• Parts rating 0Cº to 70Cº
• Dimensions: 125x118x45mm


